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THE HEEL OF THE OPPRESSOR IN A FERRAGAMO SHOE”:
MEDIUM AND MESSAGE IN IMPROBABLE FREQUENCY

CLARE WALLACE

A thrust stage in semi darkness is crisscrossed with searchlights

as the performers enter and take up positions at small covered

tables at the edge of the elevated playing area. The roving spots

and low blue and green lights reveal a vague silhouette skyline

and a line of six tall pillars. A band is positioned to the side of the

stage. Their music gives way to the sounds of sirens, the bleeping

of code and radio interference. Lights converge on Peter Hanly,

bespectacled, dressed in a brown suit with an argyle vest and tie,

perched on a high stool at a large curved wooden bar counter

centre stage. Somewhat gangly but at ease, he addresses the

audience in an RP accent, overtly presenting himself as the

narrator of a story about to unfold. “Some of us were born to be

spies”, he opens, “not me, though, I sort of fell into it by chance”.

His tale of answering “an ad in the Telegraph”  is delivered in1

rhyming verse accompanied by music, and an encounter with a

“soft-spoken” Colonel is re-enacted. The Colonel, decked in

military regalia, pops up abruptly from behind the counter with

a sheaf of papers concerning the risks of Irish Nazi sympathizers,

bizarre meteorological broadcasts and a mission to Ireland: “A

field agent! Crikey! I flushed with pride,/Though I had assumed

Éire was on our side./Oh, I know they’re independent, and
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neutral as such;/But really, aren’t they British, pretty much?”

exclaims Hanly’s character, Tristram Faraday. With a sigh the

Colonel disappears behind the counter. Blackout.  The first scene2

of Improbable Frequency promises historical intrigue, a maladroit

narrator and a potentially rich seam of irony. Clearly, too, the set

design, music, rhyme and mixed diegetic levels augur a ludic

attitude towards theatrical convention.

Since its foundation in 1984, Rough Magic Theatre Company

has been committed to bringing innovative new theatre writing to

the Irish stage. Initially much of this work was non-Irish, though

latterly the focus has been on fostering new Irish writing as well

as creative adaptations of classics, such as Phaedra or The Taming

of the Shrew. Central to their project has been the belief that Irish

theatre was, as Lynne Parker put it, rather “inward looking”  and3

that exposure to other voices and dramaturgies is necessary and

vital. As one of the productions marking Rough Magic’s 20th

anniversary year Improbable Frequency, written by founding

member of the company Arthur Riordan, with music by Bell

Helicopter, synthesizes some very familiar motifs in Irish theatre

– national identity, linguistic virtuosity, history and memory –

with forms not so prominent in its history – the musical and the

cabaret. Patrick Lonergan cites many of the Irish points of

reference in his review of the 2004 production, remarking how it

combines elements of “the comic absurdism of Beckett, Behan’s

politicised vaudeville, Boucicault’s melodrama, and the gallows-

humour cynicism of Ireland’s younger writers”.  It also treats an4

historical moment that has long-term ethical resonance, one that

has arguably been among the most important, if discreetly

suppressed, factors in the shaping of Irish identity since the 1940s.
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In 2004, just ten years after the official conclusion of the state of

emergency in existence since 1939  and almost sixty years after the5

end of World War II, Improbable Frequency tackles the issue of Irish

neutrality. It is, of course, not the first play to do so, though in

contemporary theatre Frank McGuinness’s Dolly West’s Kitchen

(1999) is the only immediate predecessor. In contrast to the

naturalistic and discursive mode of Dolly West’s Kitchen, however,

Improbable Frequency is staged as a cabaret comedy; its set involves

minimal props and dramatic action is interspersed with musical

numbers self-consciously directed to the audience. Set in 1941, the

plot revolves around improbable connections between a group of

fictional and historical characters. Tristram Faraday, a very British

“Enigma” style code breaker, is sent to Dublin to investigate the

extent of Irish sympathy for the Nazis and curious coincidences

pertaining to the weather. In a brightly lit Dublin, he meets British

press attaché and fellow spy John Betjeman, Irish civil servant

Myles na gCopaleen (aka Flann O’Brien/Brian O’Nolan) and the

Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger who worked at the Institute

of Advanced Studies. Besides these actual historical figures,

Faraday also encounters various fictional characters: Meehawl

O’Dromedary, a vocal Irish nationalist and radio presenter whom

he has been sent to study; Agent Green, a fellow cruciverbalist,

now British spy and femme fatale; Muldoon, a scheming pro-Nazi

IRA commandant; and naïve Irish colleen Philomena O’Shea, a

junior civil servant and colleague of Myles. Conspiracy, animosity

and sexual tension escalate, culminating in Tristram’s discovery

of the secret weapon which guarantees Irish neutrality, PAT (a

“probability adjustment tank”). Commissioned by Éamon de

Valera and developed by Schrödinger who is secretly advised by

na gCopaleen, PAT is a device that alters reality by means of radio

waves.

Arthur Riordan and Bell Helicopter’s satirical musical

treatment of such a historically distant topic might seem not only

an unlikely generic choice, but also a rather doubtful subject for

the marking of Rough Magic’s anniversary year. Yet in its critique
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of isolationism and Irish self-regard, the play is in keeping with an

important aspect of Rough Magic’s initial aesthetic project.

Improbable Frequency presents a double provocation – the

amalgamation of styles and genres in the play generates

polyvalent creative dissonance around the contentious historical

period it portrays and challenges the dominant conventions of

Irish theatre.

Despite its levity, Improbable Frequency merits attention as a

creative (re)construction of a past and as such participates in the

formulation of what Jan Assmann has coined cultural  memory.6

Crucial to the concept of cultural memory, as Mieke Bal points

out, is the interaction of present concerns and desires with the

past, the connecting of past to present by “mediat[ing] and

modify[ing] difficult or tabooed moments of the past – moments

that nevertheless impinge … on the present”.  If this particular7

“tabooed moment” has not been the subject of significant literary

or dramatic endeavour in an Irish context, the modalities and

consequences of Ireland’s official and unofficial positions during

World War II have been the subject of considerable historical

scrutiny and, inevitably, some disagreement. In order to

appreciate the satirical humour of Riordan’s script, the resulting

performance, and the nature of its intervention as an act of

cultural memory, it is useful to reconsider the historical discourse

that pertains to the Emergency.

Ireland’s neutral stance during World War II has attracted

many commentators. F.S.L. Lyons, R.F. Foster and Terence Brown

have each treated the period within works that deal with Irish

history and culture from a broader perspective. “It was as if an

entire people had been condemned to live in Plato’s cave, with

their backs to the fire of life and deriving their only knowledge of

what went on outside from the flickering shadows thrown on the

wall before their eyes by the men and women who passed to and

fro behind them”, Lyons was memorably to claim.  By contrast,8
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Brown makes the case for the Emergency as a “watershed” for

Irish writing and the arts.  Among earlier publications that focus9

exclusively on the period, Bernard Share’s The Emergency: Neutral

Ireland 1939-45 (1978), Robert Fisk’s In Time of War: Ireland, Ulster

and the Price of Neutrality 1939-1945 (1983), and, more recently,

Donal Ó Drisceoil’s Censorship in Ireland 1939-1945: Neutrality,

Politics and Society (1996), provide important book-length accounts

and appraisals of neutrality. Additionally, following the opening

of the Department of External Affairs archives, a wave of new

books has appeared re-examining the Emergency period,

enriching and modifying existing historical accounts.  The extent10

to which Irish neutrality is to be perceived as wilful isolationism,

pragmatic self-preservation, or active denial of the realities of the

conflict is explored by Brian Girvin’s The Emergency: Neutral

Ireland 1939-45 (2006) and Clair Wills’ That Neutral Island: A

History of Ireland During the Second World War (2007). More specific

focus on intelligence and defence is offered by Eunan O’Halpin’s

Spying on Ireland: The British Intel-ligence and Irish Neutrality During

the Second World War and Michael Kennedy’s Guarding Neutral

Ireland: The Coast Watching Service and Military Intelligence 1939-

1945, both published in 2008. The renewed interest in Irish fascist

tendencies is manifest in R.M. Douglas’s Architects of the

Resurrection: Ailtirí na hAiséirghe and the Fascist “New Order” in

Ireland (2009). Finally, Robert Cole’s Propaganda, Censorship and

Irish Neutrality in the Second World War (2008) and T. Ryle Dwyer’s

Behind the Green Curtain: Ireland’s Phoney Neutrality during World

War II (2010) also advance re-examinations of international

perceptions of Ireland’s policy and its outcomes.

If it is generally agreed that there was a pragmatic rationale

behind the decision to stay out of the war, the moral and ethical

consequences of this choice are still being debated. As the only

neutral country behind Allied lines, Ireland found itself in a

challenging position; militarily ill-equipped to defend itself,
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Ireland’s entry into the war would have meant the resumption of

a British military presence on its territory. It was a prospect that

was, unsurprisingly, loathsome to Irish nationalists but also

politically expedient in aligning amorphous public opinion with

the policy of neutrality.

By 1941 the risks of open allegiance became brutally apparent

with the German bombing of Belfast which resulted in the deaths

of over 700 civilians.  Yet the cost of neutrality was high11

economically and socially as well in terms of international

relations, diplomacy and culture. If the Irish were initially

perceived externally as having followed the path of selfish self-

indulgence, then by 1942 realities of wartime deprivation had

begun to be felt in terms of fuel shortages, the collapse of

industries reliant on raw materials from abroad, and among the

urban poor especially, the rise in malnutrition and disease.

Beyond such practical dimensions, the symbolic significance

and legacy of neutrality are even more ambivalent. As Donal Ó

Drisceoil’s insightful study of censorship and neutrality states,

“The continuation of pre-war political, economic, social and

cultural themes and priorities in a world convulsed by a total and

terrible war, and Ireland’s determined disengagement from that

war, has resulted in ‘the Emergency’ being characterised in

tragicomic terms ... [and] seen as the ultimate symbol of the

isolationism of the Irish state”.  The end of the war brought little12

relief, but rather a belated and traumatic revelation of the extent

of the European catastrophe; as Sean O’Faolain was to write in The

Bell as early as July 1945:

Isolationism was the great rule of thought during those five and

a half years. The censorship, for example, was obsessed in this

regard.… We had got away … by the skin of our teeth, and we

have fully realised it. But we have paid for that escape. We have

suffered by the prolonged suppression of our natural sympathies

with tortured humanity ... our moral judgement has been in

abeyance: our intellectual interest in all the ideas and problems
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which the rest of the world is straining to solve has been starved.

We emerge, a little dulled, bewildered, deflated.13

Ireland was, of course, not the only European state to declare

itself neutral. However, where Ireland differed in attitude and

policy to these other countries was in the manner in which the

State attempted to neutralize “domestic opinion” in such a way as

to create “moral neutrality”.  Irish neutrality involved a radical14

expunging of reference to and information about the conflict in

the public sphere, illustrated vividly by the often elaborate

linguistic evasions deployed to deflect panic and the possibility of

partisan behaviour in the population. Through extensive

censorship of the media (itself not remarkable during war), the

Irish authorities crafted a sense of Irish moral superiority to the

warring “belligerents”, which as Ó Drisceoil notes, was in part

based on a “wilful refusal to acknowledge the nature of Nazism

or the possibility that the belligerents could have been ‘unevenly

matched in terms of savagery’”.  Such impartiality culminated15

most infamously in de Valera’s official expression of condolences

to the German minister on the death of Hitler. The “tragi-comic”

paradox of publicly maintained neutrality, a stance that could not

be defended militarily, that protected Irish moral superiority at

the cost of democracy and freedom of information, and that

ultimately was largely partial to Allied interests, provides the

historical arena for Riordan’s musical comedy.

Yet, well before the extreme conditions of World War II the

Irish Free State had identified mass media – print, film and radio

– as prospective threats to the allegedly unblemished Irish

national character. Hence, in 1923 the Censorship of Films Act was

passed, followed by the Wireless Telegraphy Act in 1926 and the

Censorship of Publications Act in 1929. By means of such

legislation the State (under pressure from Catholic public opinion)

actively attempted to filter flows of cultural influence and to

shape the moral outlook of the population. As Clair Wills
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remarks, “It was ironic that it should be the wireless which so

often breached the dyke of Ireland’s wartime isolation”.  Ireland’s16

“war in the air”, vividly described by Wills, was a battle of the

airwaves, with both Britain and Germany deploying “radio as an

instrument of war”,  with the propaganda charged BBC and the17

German Irland-Redaktion competing with the dully impartial Radio

Éireann for listeners’ attention. It is no accident, therefore, that the

medium of radio is the lynch-pin of Improbable Frequency’s satire.

The opening scene of the play is followed by a radio broadcast

from the beginning of Meehawl O’Dromedary’s programme,

“Moonlight Melodies”. O’Dromedary’s presentation, delivered in

a thick Irish accent (an accent as “typical” as the English ones in

the opening scene), gestures towards an unmediated listening

context, as he bids his auditors to “be quiet now” in the vein of a

fireside storyteller. Already the risks of technological mediation

are suggested; O’Dromedary “trusts” that his words will reach his

listeners without distortion, unaware of the intervention of PAT

across the waves. But even without PAT’s interference, reality is

presented as warped; for instance, O’Dromedary’s projected

audience, “all the decent peasantry across our gentle nation” (p.6),

are markedly absent from the urban cosmopolitan Dublin setting

of the play. They are invisible addressees whose identity cannot

be verified beyond O’Dromedary’s commentary on requests for

dedications: 

Dearest wishes go to Peggy,

Busy at the deep-fat fryer,

Murt and Michael, hardy men,

Fighting fit and strong and able,

Soon to meet in town again

To drink each other under the table. (p.8)

The anachronism of the deep-fat fryer additionally disrupts the

fictional setting, folding a present-day reference into the historical

one. From this starting point dissonance spreads and it soon

becomes clear that misconstrued messages and misunderstanding
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are in evidence multiple ways: technological, national and

international.

The motif is carried forward when Tristram meets his British

compatriots at the embassy. Behind the pillars upstage a wall-

sized British flag with a green tint is projected. The embassy staff

appear dressed in identical trench coats, scarves and bowler hats.

They jauntily advise him in song to “Be careful not to patronise

the Irish” (pp.9-11). As stage directions specify, “the feel is very

Noël Coward” (p.9). This first song, “Be Careful Not to Patronise

the Irish”, is densely packed with quips and jibes about Irish

national aspirations and the war from a British standpoint. As

flagged in the opening scene, both Irish independence and

neutrality are moot points: 

I suppose they’ve had their woes

But all the whining, what’s the point?

They could be British if they chose,

There’s still that option, Heaven knows. 

But mention that and Paddy’s nose

Is further out of joint

….

Is it smugness or insurgency

That makes them say “Emergency”?

I feel it lacks the urgency 

Of World War Two. (pp.10-11) 

British incomprehension of Irish sensibilities coupled with

blunt expressions of their own racial superiority are dotted across

the play, from the examples cited above to the concluding scenes

in which Green and Faraday confront Schrödinger to the tune of

an “Imperial Tango”: “Whenever there’s a crisis, everyone has a

role,/And we Brits have a duty to take control” (p.68). Yet they

are not alone in their chauvinisms. Myles na gCopaleen and

Meehawl O’Dromedary provide the Irish counterpoints to British

arrogance. O’Dromedary (as his name might foreshadow)

certainly has “got the hump” about the English as his number

“Don’t mind me I’m anti-British” (pp.37-38) comically

demonstrates. 
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In a ballad cynically explaining Irish attitudes, na gCopaleen

informs Tristram that Ireland is to be commended since “There’s

not many folk can pull off the bold stroke/Of ignoring the Second

World War”, and that past experience of British power has

“Taught us some valuable lessons,/What goes around has to

come round,/Now we’re all in the gutter,/But some of us have an

ear to the ground” (p.22). Na gCopaleen provides a caustic voice

to match the buoyant joviality of Betjeman, the socialite spy.

Officially, Betjeman was “Press Attaché” in Ireland during the

war, with the unofficial remit of cultivating more positive

attitudes to Britain primarily through cultural exchange.18

Conspicuously, the rivalry between Betjeman and na gCopaleen

is not primarily nationalist, but literary – Betjeman’s anti-

modernist rhyming poetry and na gCopaleen’s self-consciously

experimental and ironic writing are violently opposed. Their

music-hall duet, “You’ll write something bloody good one day”

(p. 76) in Act 2 consists of a volley of insults, but notably none

concerns politics or nationality.

Central to Improbable Frequency’s satire, therefore, is less the

matter of the war in Europe, than the old question of Irish-English

animosities. As Riordan has stressed, the Irish characters either

“manage to ignore [the war]” with “astonishing ease” or they

“view it solely in terms of Anglo-Irish relations”.  The adage, “the19

enemy of my enemy is my friend” is a well-worn one in the Irish

political context. In Improbable Frequency this leads to some

hilariously provocative antics with deeply unpleasant

implications.

Riordan’s most scathing scenes are set in the Red Bank

Restaurant. Historically, the D’Olier Street restaurant “became the

meeting place for the Nazi groups which worked closely with the

German legation”.  Improbable Frequency vamps up the taboo of20

Irish pro-Axis sentiment with a “Weimar cabaret” style song

delivered by the undercover Agent Green. A double historical

reference pertains here: in 1941, the Irish authorities uncovered a
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German plan to invade Ireland, titled “Operation Green”, though

in retrospect it would seem the plan was a ruse; a second plan,

often conflated with this, is the 1940 “Plan Kathleen”, a Northern

Irish invasion operation proposed by the IRA to the Nazis. Both

plans were abortive, and arguably were recognized as absurd by

the Nazis, but they nonetheless caused a considerable frisson of

anxiety among Irish authorities attempting to maintain neutrality

and a sense of moral superiority. Riordan toys with the amateur

nature of Republican attempts to benefit from an alliance with the

Axis forces. Moreover, as is revealed at the play’s conclusion, the

traitorous Agent Green has played multiple games of deception

that finally render her too “improbable”. As a result, she is

“neutralized” by the already dangerously overstrained probability

adjustment tank.

The cast arrange themselves at the bar and at the tables by the

stage; the barman sports a Hitler moustache, while the spot rests

on Cathy White as Agent Green, flamboyantly attired in a red

sequinned evening dress with a large black feathered fan. Her

introductory song places Irish pro-Nazi sympathies in the

limelight and is delivered with feisty and seductive energy:

There’s a place where the barman will smile

If you drink yellow beer and you whisper “Sieg Heil” –

Not that we’re Nazis, we just like the style,

Down at the Red Bank Restaurant.…

If England’s invaded should we really care? …

These foreign disputes aren’t our affair.

You may say the Aryans

Are only barbarians,

And you can shed tears for the Brits all you want, 

But if that’s how you see it

Then you shouldn’t be at

The Red Bank Restaurant. (pp.16-17)

The point is hammered home a few scenes later in still more

provocative fashion when Muldoon, the IRA “hero”, blasts the

patrons of the Red Bank with a Republican ballad “Tooral-aye-ay

for the IRA”. As Muldoon struts on stage clad in khaki, the pillars’
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upstage lighting changes to bright orange and green. As he

launches into the rousing chorus – “With a song and a smile and

a Sieg and a Heil” (p.23) – two long red flags unfurl on either side

of the stage with shamrocks styled as swastikas. The association

of extreme republicanism with the iconography of Nazism is

unmistakable and uncomfortable, and further exacerbated by the

line, “To hell with the Jews, just light up a fuse” (p.24) midway

through the song. Again, these sen-sationalist and provocative

gestures may be linked with historical anecdote. The far-right

group Ailtirí na h-Aiséirí founded in late 1940 (whose newsletter

incidentally was edited by Brian O’Nolan’s brother), sported an

emblem not dissimilar to the swastika, but Celtic in design,  and21

their open anti-Semitism was suppressed by the government.

If Muldoon is quite obviously a voice of extremism (and one

the audience is encouraged to find risible), a more mainstream

attitude is expressed later by Philomena O’Shea. Her horror at the

musical weather forecast broadcast on O’Dromedary’s show is

also morally ambivalent:

PHILOMENA  …. This was the most appalling thing I’d ever heard!

TRISTRAM . Giving help to the Nazis.

PHILOMENA  Oh, that too, of course, but compromising Ireland’s

neutrality! Neutrality is an ethos poor Mr de Valera has worked

so hard to uphold. But giving help to the Nazis, yes, that’s

definitely bad too, when you think about it. (p.58) 

Formally, Improbable Frequency is a cocktail with measures of

history play, cabaret and melodrama. The most conventionally

“serious” of these elements is the history play. Mark Berninger in

his study of the history play in modern British drama identifies

five broad categories of contemporary history play: documentary,

realistic, revisionist, metahistorical and posthistorical.  If these22

categories are inevitably not discrete, they nevertheless suggest

the range of the sub-genre in contemporary theatre. Irish theatre
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is no stranger to the history play in its various formulations.

Indeed, imaginative engagement with specific historical moments,

events, figures or historiography has furnished modern Irish

theatre with some of its most seminal works, from Brian Friel’s

Translations or Making History to Frank McGuinness’ Observe the

Sons of Ulster, to name a few of the most obvious. The currents of

colonial and postcolonial history flow forcefully through the work

of many important Irish playwrights shaping and contesting

Irishness on stage. In 1992 Tom Kilroy asserted that playwrights

of his generation were marked by a “self-consciousness” with

regard to national identity.  The 1990s seem to mark an end to23

this era: the erosion of Church authority, the halting development

of the Peace Process and, perhaps most significant, the emergence

of a fully fledged consumer society with the ill-fated Celtic Tiger,

signalled the breakdown of the belief systems that governed the

work of the post-war generation of Irish playwrights. In the work

of the subsequent generation some new attitudes to (Irish) history

and the past surface in works like Elizabeth Kuti’s The Sugar Wife

(2005), and Donal O’Kelly’s The Cambria (2005). Improbable

Frequency, like Riordan’s earlier works The Emergency Session

(1992) and Rap Éire (2001), re-imagines the history play in an Irish

context. In contrast to some of the canonical texts mentioned

above, Riordan’s work refuses a realistic or soberly reflective

history play model. In response to a past that is brimming with

paradoxes and ironies, it adopts a self-reflexive, metahistorical

approach, a collage of references to wartime history blended with

comic but incisive satire. 

In contrast to, and at variance with, the predictable gravitas of

the history play genre, the comic, melodramatic and musical

elements of Improbable Frequency are blatantly popular. The play

bears the distinguishing features of comedy in the sense that the

fabula proceeds from balance to imbalance to new balance to

arrive at a restoration of order and a happy ending,  though24

because of the self-reflexive and ironic humour throughout this
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new balance is only partially established. As illustrated above, the

satiric mechanisms of the play are various: Riordan makes use of

a range of historical material from the commonly known to

obscure details, musical styles serve to create associations and

expectations, and visual cues enhance or undermine these

expectations. Not least among these techniques is the matter of

role doubling – in performance radically differing national

stereotypes and political views are presented by a single actor.

Thus implicitly the distinctions between Betjeman and

O’Dromedary, na gCopaleen and Muldoon, Schrödinger and the

Colonel, the British Embassy staff and the clientele at the Red

Bank Restaurant are playfully blurred.

Though initially an apparently unlikely choice, the theme of

war has been fused with musical theatre before – Joan

Littlewood’s Oh, What a Lovely War! on WWI, or even Bob Fosse’s

Cabaret (based on Isherwood’s Farewell to Berlin) which uses the

rise of the Nazi movement as a backdrop. As Riordan playfully

suggests, “there’s a school of thought which maintains that all the

best musicals have Nazis in them; certainly, if you’re dealing with

heightened passions and grand gestures, it helps to have a

backdrop of global conflict and the threat of pure evil lurking

around”. In place of a bona fide Nazi, Improbable Frequency delivers

Muldoon the fanatical anti-British IRA man and potential Nazi

collaborator. However, as Riordan notes, the play follows the

convention of most musical comedies by leaving actual conflict in

the background and foregrounding the fates of individuals

“caught up in the tide of cataclysmic events”  – though25

admittedly in a most tongue-in-cheek manner.

Unavoidably, given such a politically charged arena, the

burgeoning romance between Tristram and Philomena takes on

symbolic significance. Echoes of the relationship (between

Irishwoman and Englishman) in Dion Boucicault’s The Shaughraun

are palpable. Following the well-worn set of responses, Tristram

views Philomena as enigmatic, naïve, attractive while she finds

him attractive, but regrets that he is British. When Riordan pushes

their relationship to its inevitable confrontation the result is a
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complex mixture of shared physical pleasure and exchanged

information, and also of continuing radical differences in

perspective.

Improbable Frequency teases out the connections between

medium and message, between style and substance, as the

quotation in the title of this paper indicates. If the history play

tends toward disrupting stable views of the past, then comedy,

the musical and melodrama tend in the direction of re-

establishing order. The tension inherent in the fusion of these

modes is flagged not only in Agent Green’s playfully ambivalent

synecdochal self-portrayal as “the heel of the oppressor in a

Ferragamo shoe” (p.28), but also in the play’s penultimate number

entitled “Unresolved” (pp.88-89). Strikingly, at the play’s climax,

when PAT descends into a “probability spiral” and

“implausibility overload” (p.82), the result is that Dublin is

blasted “with pure, unrefined unlikelihood … [that] could render

the whole city dangerously improbable for decades to come”

(p.83).

In Modernism, Ireland and the Erotics of Memory, Nicholas

Andrew Miller considers how “historical discourse acknowledges

the present’s engagement of the past as an exchange, a

conversation in which the spectacle of history influences acts of

memory in the present, just as those acts of memory construct the

past’s ‘occurrences’”.  So what is the nature of the exchange26

illustrated by Improbable Frequency? If the conventional perception

of wartime Ireland was one of suspended animation and of a

sense of unrealism, as Elizabeth Bowen was to claim, of

anaesthetised existence,  then Riordan offers a rewriting of this27

history that is transformative and revisionist, deconstructing Irish

cultural and political isolation, and critiquing the pretence of a

homogeneity of opinion or moral superiority propagated by Irish

government during the Emergency. While obviously in the course

of the company’s existence Rough Magic has explored various

theatrical trajectories, the challenges, thematic and formal,
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embodied in Improbable Frequency serve to reiterate a vital feature

of their founding impetus mentioned at the beginning of this

essay. Implicit to the play is a questioning of the way in which

“pragmatism keeps getting dressed up as principle”.  Context is28

pivotal here; Improbable Frequency was first staged at a time when

contemporary Irish society was in a state of intense self-

redefinition and arguably trembling on the brink of an even

greater “implausibility overload”. Now that Ireland’s latter day

probability adjustment tank has imploded, perhaps this Rough

Magic production might be interpreted in a new light. In turning

to the unrealism of neutrality, and the certitudes and self-

deceptions of that era, Improbable Frequency elliptically invites

reflection on the performative hubris of the Celtic Tiger era, the

fragility of the pretence of economic superiority, and the

consequences of both.


